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Editorial
Welcome to the July edition of the magazine.
Following on from last month we have yet another really bumper edition of the magazine for this month
with lots to read.
Mark has supplied some more Tongham Tales, Francis continues with his history of the Coronation Safari
Rally, a really interesting read. Robert has unearthed some pictures of local events which took place in
the 1980’s. Big thank you to the contributors.
We have again re-printed another article from the 1994 Special Edition of the magazine, and of course
we continue to publish pictures from the slide collection .
Any reports, anecdotes and articles always gratefully received. Let’s hear what you’ve been up to!
Welcome to our new member - Harry Singh Gill, hope to see you once we are finally out of all this!
Stay safe
Annette & Robert Clayson

Abingdon CAR-nival 26th&27th September
There may be some light at the end of the Rallying tunnel – The Abingdon CAR-nival is scheduled to go ahead
on the weekend of the 26th & 27th Sept.
Dave Whyman, the Chief Marshal has asked for marshal volunteers. A few of us are planning to go up for the
rally – if it goes ahead.
This year there will be significant changes to the marshalling organisation. In order to minimise unnecessary
contact, we will need to register (sign-on) before the event, and will be given our assignments beforehand.
Personal safety rules that apply at the time will be strictly enforced (timecards collected from co-drivers on a
long pole, at the start and finish controls, perhaps?)
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Dave needs to know our availability in the form of –
Yes – providing all procedures are in place,
Maybe Yes – Not ruled out, but will decide nearer the date (Dave would need the definitive answer 5 days
before the event)
Maybe No – would like to, but need to be more optimistic than I am now.
No – not willing to get involved or have other commitments.
Please let me know if you are in the top 3 categories and I’ll pass the info on to Dave.
Regards,
Mark.

Social Calendar

Competition

July 2020
Goodwood Events

Motorsport UK have just announced that
events can restart from 4th July. Restrictions
will still be in place and will need to be
compliant with the Government guidelines.

Brooklands Events -

Naturally some events will be easier to run
than others in the current situation.

21st Commitee - via conference call

GMC Goodies
The following GMC Goodies are available from Mark
Feeney, just phone him or speak to him at Clubnights
Car Badges (Enamel)

£30.00

Membership Fees
Full Membership

£15.00

Family Membership

£20.00

Windscreen Sticker

£1.50

Club Badge (Self
Adhesive)

£1.00

GMC Leather Key Ring

£1.50

Pro-rata Membership for new members joining
after 1st July

GMC Mugs

£2.00

Full Membership

GMC Polo Shirts (White)

£15.00

GMC Sweat Shirts (Green)

£20.00

Romers, Clear or White
plastic

£6.00

GMC Ice Scrapers

£2.00

GMC Pens

Family Membership

£2.50

£7.50
£10.00

Website and Social Media

3 for a £1.00

Contact Information
Follow this link for our contact information.
In Tune
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THE TOUGHEST RALLY INTHE WORLD.
Coronation Safari to East African Safari - Part 2.
On the 1st June, 1953 the big Chevrolet V8, piloted by
Johnny Boyes and John Manussis was the first car to roll
under the ‘Finish’ banner in Nairobi, closely followed by
the winning Volkswagen Beetle, at the end of the First
Coronation Safari. On that day it is doubtful that any
interested person would have bet on the event
becoming a world famous rally with a reputation for
being the most exacting test for man and machine yet
devised in the world of rallying, and which would, with
the odd break, become an annual event for the next 65
years and more.
It was not until 1957 before any great overseas interest
was shown in the rally in East Africa and it was to
become a showcase for some of the worlds major motor
car manufacturers. Until then and through to 1962 the
rally had been dominated by Volkswagen Beetle,
Mercedes, and Ford. In the following years Peugeot,
Volvo and Ford were the winners. It was not until 1970
that the rally was won by a Japanese car when Kenyan
Edgar Hermann was first in a Datsun 1600 SSS.
Hermann won again in 1971 in a Datsun 240Z.

Boyes and Manussis, Chevrolet V8, 1953
Jimmy Feeney in white cap pushing hard in the
Peugeot 203 which had already won the
Tanganyika 1000. 1959.

Feeney in his trademark white flat cap

The first ‘overseas entry’ was in 1957, by 1962 there
were 35 ‘overseas drivers’ and mostly with local
navigators’.
The Coronation Safari was renamed the East African
Safari in 1960 and in 1969 it became the East African
Safari Rally.
However, local crews maintained supremacy for 19
Safaris, until 1972, before The East African Safari Rally
was won by an ‘overseas driver and navigator’ for the
first time.
How was it that local crews were able to dominate this
event for so long?
Adventurous safaris, together with an abiding interest
in motor cars and participation in various forms of
In Tune
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Mud. Note the Town and Country tyres front

“ Sukuma”.

and back. Simonian and Taylor, 1964.

motor sport was almost a way of life in East Africa. In the early
1950’s the Tanganyika Motor Sports Club was open to all and
organised events such as the Kilimanjaro 500, Usambara and
the notorious Tanganyika 1000, a diﬃcult and extremely fast,
non-stop rally which very soon became the precursor of The
Safari. Many crews who competed in rallies in East Africa
confirmed the Tanganyika 1000 as a favourite.
Active in the Tanganyika Motor Sports Club was Jimmy Feeney,
who took part in the first Coronation Safari and was highly
placed and won his class in many others. He had arrived in
Kenya a few years before and had, in a bar in Nairobi, acquired
the dealership for a little known French car. The owner had
deemed the dealership worthless; Feeney got it for a ‘couple of

‘Bouncing’ for extra traction.

‘Bouncing’

Dust!
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pints!’ The dealership was for Peugeot in
Tanganyika. Very quickly, after a move to
Dar es Salaam, Feeney built up
Tanganyika Motors to be a thriving
business, easily selling every Peugeot he
could import on the strength of their
toughness and his rallying successes. He
set up Tanganyika Motors Rally Team
after having won a gruelling Tanganyika
1000 with his navigator/co-driver
Donovan Carlisle-Kitz in a Peugeot 203
(DSU 203), which he had won his class in
the previous Safari. Jimmy Feeney went
on to drive with Bill Bengry in a Peugeot
404 in the 1962 Safari, finishing a very
presentable 9th.
Amongst the entrants for the 1962 Safari
could be seen some of the drivers who
were to become ‘household names’ in
Safaris in the next decade of its
existence: Gordon Goby and ‘Fairly’
Englebrecht, Hugh Lionnet and Ian
Phillip, Joginder and Jaswant Singh,
David Lead, Bill Fritschy, Jim and Lucille
Caldwell, Peter Hughes and Billy Young,
Johnny Boyes, John Manussis, Vic
Preston Sr. the Vincent Brothers, Nick
Nowicki and the Khambhaita Brothers.
Amongst the overseas crews Pat MossCarlson and Anne Wisdom- Riley were
3rd in a Saab - a brilliant drive - and Eric
Carlson, Saab, 6th behind the Singh Brothers.
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Everybody loved the Safari.

Dust on murram road.

Dust at a Control.

It was within the Tanganyika Motors Rally Team
that Bert Shankland, who became Jimmy Feeney’s
Workshop Manager, achieved so many wins in
Peugeots; bringing his total in the Tanganyika
1000 to six and two in the East African Safari
Rally.
Notably, before he joined Tanganyika Motors,
Shankland’s first win in the Tanganyika 1000 was
In Tune
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with Chris Rothwell in a 1340cc Ford Consul Classic
315. They both described this rally as a ‘tricky event’.
During the night of the rally, near Handeini, the
road and the area surrounding it had deteriorated
into a total quagmire dotted with trees and rally
cars.The Classic 315 had lost reverse gear so no
mistakes were permissible. Rothwell went oﬀ into
the bush with a torch and found a ‘way through’.
Shankland put his foot to the boards and followed
the signals. Once back in the car, Rothwell said he
was convinced he had heard lions roaring. Shankland
had heard them too, but he was able to reassure
Rothwell, afterwards, that it was nothing more than
a car with a broken silencer trying to drive through
deep water!
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Lotus Cortina of Roger Clark and Gilbert
Staepelaere making dust, 1967.
DKW Auto Union negotiates a flooded road.
Young husband and March, 1960.

In 1966 Bert Shankland and Chris Rothwell were
the first crew from Tanzania to win the East African
Safari in a Tanganyika Motors Peugeot 404. They
The Vincent Brothers’ Vauxhall Cresta leaving a
dust trail, 1961.
were among 91 starters of which only 9 finished.
There were no overseas drivers amongst the
finishers. At one point in this very wet rally the 404
became stuck in a particularly boggy hole. Along
came Pat Moss-Carlson and Elizabeth Nystrom in
their factory entered Saab. They stopped to tow the
bogged-down Peugeot out of the clogging mud.
Following this ‘rally chivalry’ Shankland and
Rothwell went on to win. Moss and Nystrom retired with front suspension damage, caused by
towing the Peugeot out of the mud!
Shankland and Rothwell won again the next year, 1967. It was a ‘dry Safari’ with 93 starters of
which 49 finished.

After a rain storm.

Water. Raman Patel and Joginder Singh
keeping the foot down! Volkswagen, 1959.
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Shankland’s first Safari in 1958 had been as
co- driver to local cattle buyer John
Aitkenhead in a Ford Consul Mk2.
Preparation for this event comprised fitting
two Town and Country mud grip tyres to the
rear wheels and two spotlights to the front of
the car. They were finishers in a year when
there was no overall classification.

July 2020
Lucille Caldwell and Gerry Davies - Coup des Dames.

Following their win in what, by then, had become the Tanzania 1000, Shankland entered
every Safari with a variety of co- drivers, until 1966 when he again teamed up with Rothwell.
This winning partnership developed an interesting manoeuvre to save stopping, losing
precious time and preventing another car from passing and making them ‘eat dust’.
They changed driver on the move!
This began with Rothwell getting into the back and reaching over Shankland to put his hands
on the wheel. Shankland would then duck sideways while keeping his feet in play. Rothwell
would swing his legs over the back of the seat to complete the change. Shankland confided,
“It was best done at about 50mph on a reasonably straight downhill stretch.”
Chains were often carried on Safaris to fit to the driving wheels, sometimes to all four wheels,
to increase the traction of the Town and Country tyres. It was Hugh Lionnet of Marshall’s
(EA) Ltd. who refined this practice by carrying two spare wheels with chains already fitted quicker to change wheels than to fit chains!
Hugh Lionnet drove Peugeots in 14 rallies, finishing well placed in 13. Driving a Peugeot 204
in 1968 with Chris Bates he was ‘Excluded’ for releasing a rolled-up mud flap behind his rear
left hand wheel at half time in the parc ferme! He had told the Parc Superintendent what he
intended to do and had received the OK.( Mud flaps were required to avoid stones being
thrown up and breaking windscreens
of cars being passed. Most cars had a
spare set of mud flaps fitted and
rolled up so that when the hanging
one was torn oﬀ the second one
could be unrolled.) Lionnet, who had
a good car that was going very
strongly went on to complete the
Southern Leg to the finish in Nairobi
to support his team mates Norwicki
and Cliﬀ, the eventual winners in a
Peugeot 404. This was an incredibly
Lots of ‘shillingi’ soon to be handed out.
wet year when, apart from Lionnet
and Bates, only 7 cars finished,
In Tune
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becoming known as
The Unsinkable 7 Lionnet and Bates
being the little known,
unoﬃcial, Unsinkable
8th.
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Peugeot 504 swimming.

In one wet Safari when
the bush road from
Bagomoyo up to
Msata was in its usual
horror-of-mud state,
ever imaginative Hugh
Lionnet and Phillip
Hechle in their
Peugeot 404 lashed it
together with that of
Shankland and Rothwell, fitted chains to all four driving wheels and drove flat out uphill past
dozens of other stranded rally cars.
The first 4Wheel drive Peugeot, perhaps?
Having won the Safari in 1966 in a Peugeot 404 (TDH 404), and again in 1967 in a 404 (TDN
5), Shankland and Rothwell almost made it a hat-trick in 1968, but going into Arusha with
only three controls left in the 3500 mile Safari, and lying second to teammates who would
have slowed for them to win, a connecting rod broke. That was the year of the Unsinkable 7
out of 74 at the start.
Why, then, has this East
African event become
such a focus of interest
world wide?

Hugh Lionnet’s boot in an early Safari.

The Safari is a gruelling
challenge of up to 3400
miles over 3 or 4 days and
nights at average speeds of
over 60 miles per hour on
bush roads, climbing from
sea level to altitudes of
almost 10000 feet and all
this taking place at a time
of year when it can be
blazing hot or it can rain
In Tune
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in the style of a tropical
thunderstorm for hours on end.
All this adds up to blinding heat
and choking dust, flooded rivers
and roads, very diﬃcult gravel
surfaces, and deep, glutinous
mud which is tenacious enough
to fill the wheel arches of any
vehicle suﬃciently to prevent
the engine driving the wheels.
Then there is the navigation
without any reliable road signs or
hints or real maps, local children
along the route throwing stones
in an attempt to break glass,
herds of local cattle, animalseven big game on the road, and
of course, other traﬃc! No roads
were closed for the Safari.
In the Safaris, until the late
sixties, fatigue of the crews was a
major consideration as required
stopping times were non
existent at first then only very
Muddied Hazard Notes - Vic Preston Jr.
short.Sustained stamina, day
after punishing day was an essential quality of Safari crews.
So, luck or skill?
Probably a little of one and a huge amount of the other even to finish a Safari in the first 19
years of the event. Clearly, the exhilarating, unmistakable, extended test of family saloon car
and courageous driver had captured the interest and imagination of millions world wide.
A first-time, local entrant with a wide experience of East African driving recounted his
experiences. He and his co-driver were stuck, with more than a dozen other cars in the same
section of black cotton soil in the flooded foothills of the mountain ranges in the Kenyan
Northern Rift Vally Provinces. This would have been halfway round the first leg.
( It is worth noting that black cotton soil, so named because cotton is the only crop which
can be grown in this soil, consists of fine, volcanic ash from extinct volcanoes and a very high
percentage of clay together with a small concentration of black titanium oxide which
provides the colour. It can absorb and hold huge quantities of water, creating the notoriously
In Tune
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glutinous mud, which is almost always very deep. In the dry season black cotton becomes a
rock-like surface covered in deep, wide cracks, making for hard and uncomfortable driving.)
Large numbers of local spectators usually gathered at known muddy stretches to watch the
skill of the drivers and in the hope of some getting bogged down. ‘Pushers’ aplenty would
appear to ‘sukuma’ the stricken car out of the mud if possible, after which ‘zawadi’, in the
form of thanks and shiny shillings would be disbursed by the co-driver. This was a necessary
and important part of Safari etiquette clearly understood and practiced by local drivers, all of
whom carried large quantities of handy, silver cash In the car.
The novice entrant and his co-driver were amongst the earliest competitors to become
completely stuck up to their axels in black cotton. They had been stuck for one and a half
hours. It was night time which is always pitch black so close to the equator. They could see
the lights of the other cars all around, all firmly stuck in the same section of the muddy
track.
Their routine for the past
ninety minutes had been to
lay a plank they had been
carrying for this
purpose,parallel to the back
bumper, then place the
quick- lift Tanganyika jack on
the plank and slot it into the
‘jacking point’ which had
been welded into the centre
rear of the car. ( the
Tanganyika jack, a ubiquitous
tool all over East Africa,
originally made of wood and
steel and extremely heavy,
developed to become the all
steel high-lift jack now so
commonly used by oﬀ
roaders). Thus they could lift
the rear wheels of the car
clear of the mud. They could
then remove the wheels and,
with a panga (machete) and
bare hands claw out the mud,
which had compressed itself
so densely in the wheel
arches that the engine could
In Tune
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not raise enough
Pushers.
power to turn the
jammed wheels. The
clutch would just spin
and spin. Once cleared
of mud, on would go
the rear wheels and
down with the jack.
With the car back into
the mud they could
slide and slither at full
revs for perhaps as
much as a hundred
yards before the wheels would be again jammed with mud and the clutch start spinning and
the process would have to be be repeated.
It was now past midnight, pelting with rain and there had been thunder and lightening for
two hours.
Ahead of the novices, ten hefty men,
the crews of five cars, in desperation
being stuck behind a Volkswagen
Beetle, together, lifted one side of
the car, rolled it on to its other side,
then on to its roof, over on to its
other side and finally back on to its
wheels again. The VW was now on
the side of the track leaving room
for cars behind to pass.
However, there was no sign of any
car or crew moving.
To their surprise, shortly after, they
heard the distant roar and crackle of
a number of cars approaching at
high speed. The thunder storm had
turned the track into a river of mud,
even worse than when the novices
had become bogged down. All
Shankland and Rothwell after winning the 1966
Safari.
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watched in disbelief as the
headlights and the roar of four cars
approached clearly travelling at 30
mph or more, as they snaked,
swerved, skidded, spun and weaved
their way past each stuck car in
turn. The stuck cars were up to their
axels, completely immovable. The
passing cars were the same types of
cars, with the same power to weight
ratios, none of them having 4-wheel
drive or even front-wheel drive, yet
they were navigating through the
mud and away out of sight and
sound.

July 2020

Precious windscreen sticker!

The crews in the passing cars turned out to be the same names known to anyone following
East African rallying at the time - names like Nick Nowicki, Paddy Cliﬀ, Burt Shankland and
Joginder Singh - all of whom were inevitably found amongst the first ten to finish any
competition they entered. All of these were local drivers.
It could not be coincidence. Neither could it be put down to luck.
The Easter weekend in East Africa usually signals the start of the rainy season, but equally
possible it could still be bone-dry and dusty. Dust is the product of a car driven fast over
murram roads. Murram is the top dressing usually imported from elsewhere to be laid and
graded onto many bush roads. In the dry it is like driving on a bed of tiny, dust-producing
marbles. Eventually corrugations are formed on the surface which can rattle a car and
occupants to pieces if driven on at too low a speed - more comfortable at over 55 miles per
hour if the driver can keep the front pointing in the right direction. In the wet, murram is
like a skating rink! The dust can be thick and choking, making everything invisible, hanging
in the air for some time after a fast moving car. Windows have to remain closed when
following or attempting to overtake. And dust still gets into the car, quickly covering every
surface in a steadily thickening coating. Inside the car it becomes like a furnace. Visibility
through the dust is down to guesswork on the part of the driver.
No air conditioning or comfy, high- backed seats, even seat belts only became compulsory in
1963.By this time the East African Safari firmly held the place of ultimate sporting event for
man and machine.
Part 3 will include: the significant 1963 East African Safari, The Magnificent 7 and The
Unsinkable 7 of 1968 and the end of an era in 1972.
Francis
In Tune
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Tongham Tales part 3 – Are we nearly there yet?
This is starting to get tedious now.
We’re in week 12 of (almost) solitary confinement now, and I’ve made a start on the paintwork
on the Sunbeam. I started on the top of the scuttle, as there were a couple of cracks in the
paint. Sanding it back to bare metal with a flap wheel had to stop, when I found that the shell
still had some of the original Lead Loading on the panel joints. Air born particles of lead are
really bad news. Fortunately, I was wearing a mask. But a gentler approach was needed.
The Windscreen and Frame, Lights and Trim were removed, and I started the laborious task.
As primer and filler paints tend to absorb water, I’ve been doing the sanding ‘dry’. This will
stop the risk of further micro-blisters, and also means there should be no corrosion as I’m
going back to bare metal in some places. A
random orbit sander with a connection to
the vacuum cleaner for dust extraction was
acquired. This cuts through the multiple
layers of paint and filler without the risk of
launching lead into the air. It’s warm work
given the heatwave we had in May, but a
sight easier than wet and dry.
There seems to be a lot of ‘hi-build’ primer
and filler coming oﬀ. The thickest, so far, is
just over 6mm thick! It came oﬀ in a chuck,
so maybe I’ll have it mounted as a memento.
I have a feeling; this may turn into a bit of a
saga.
Meanwhile, on the outside of the garage,
I’ve fitted a new window. When I built the
garage, back in 1985, I installed a wooded
window and painted it. I never got round to
any regular maintenance on it and the sill
was getting decidedly rotten. As lockdown
began, I thought I’d replace it and ordered a uPVC one. Well, of course, the factory closed
down for the duration and only got going again at the end of May. The window was delivered
last Monday, and I fitted it on Tuesday. It was surprisingly straightforward. The old glass came
out without breaking, the frame, although rotten at the bottom needed cutting out, but the
reciprocating saw soon sorted that out. Having done what Jon Marlow always maintains
‘measure twice, cut once’, I made sure I’d ordered the right size and sure enough it went
straight in.

In Tune
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I just need to mix up some cement and render and pebbledash the edges to finish it oﬀ.
The driveway ornament has had a little bit of use. We’ve been out for a few drives in the
countryside. It has now done over 130 miles. There are people in the club who do more than
that in a day, just going to work. I think we’ll have to take Lorraine’s little Clio out next time.
It hasn’t turned a wheel in four months– if it’ll start, that is.
Given the clear skies we’ve been having recently, I thought I’d have a go at some lunar
photography. The moon was high in
the sky during the late evening, so I
got Lorraine’s camera and fixed it to
my telescope. After a few over and
under exposed images, I got this
one.
Even if you look really, really closely,
you still can’t see any trace of the
lunar landings, but the arrow points
to where Apollo 11 landed.
The light crescent, to the North
West, near the terminator (the
edge), is a mountain range called
the Montes Jura, they are over
3.8Km high, and the arc is 420Km
across. It’s on the edge of the sea of
Imbrium.
Mark

From the Slide Collection
A couple of pictures this month from an event at Monthly just outside Paris. These are from
September 1968.

In Tune
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Found in Lockdown.1
One of the benefits of being confined to home at the moment has been that I have been able
to make inroads into my slide collection and continue scanning the photographs in. A
longwinded process it has been worth it, although I have only scratched the surface! So this
selection is from the MegaLeasing Stages held in in April/ May 1982.s and I seem to recall
these pictures are from the Bricksbury stage.
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Reprints
We continue this month revisiting past magazines. Around 1994 we published a special edition of the
magazine with a number of articles which had been included in previous editions. This month we have
a report on the Imber Stages from Gavin Johnson.

Imber Stages - Gavin Johnson
Saturday l8th April saw a GMC entry on the lmber Stages Rally, this being my third ever
Stage event, having achieved a second in class a month earlier on the Cambridge Stages.
Henry oﬀered his services as co-pilot and secretary in the ‘other seat’ of the shared steed,
famous in Watson/Richardson escapades.
The event was going to be far more competitive than my last outing as it was a MN/Demon
Tweeks championship round, the previous round being the Tour of Cornwall! The format was
to consist of a bunch of stages using tarmac roads across Salisbury Plain then to the Avon
Park Complex near Bournemouth and back to the Plain for the final stages.
Henry and l set oﬀ for a steady drive to Devizes for the Scrutineering session about 4.30 on
the Friday afternoon, taking in a few lanes to allow me to get used to the new tarmac
suspension setup. The Scrutineer had a cursory look round the car, mumbled on about
throttle return springs, and signed the logbook. So it was oﬀ to signing on and for Henry to
receive the road book.
We supplied the necessary documents to the oﬃcials and were given in return a large brown
envelope containing all the necessary paperwork. So we found a seat in the bar and Henry
began checking everything was in order. lt was at this point it became apparent that the
organisers had supplied detailed pace notes for each stage! Not only was this to be my first
totally competitive event, but my first being driven on pace notes!
After much sketching and explanation by Mr Richardson, I was feeling reasonably confident
about the notes, knowing that !! C + SQR>(ARMCO) meant “Back Oﬀ ’ and 1000 C 400
meant “Go For lt“
We were running Car 57 behind an Astra 1.3 which on the runout to SS1 appeared to be
emitting a strange smell. On joining the start line queue we noticed it was leaving a puddle of
oil wherever it stopped. This could be helpful as it was in our class, but not very good if it
dropped 5 litres over the stage in front of us!
As the Astra disappeared into the stage we pulled up to the start line, helmets donned and
harnesses tightened. Henry had the pace notes on his lap and we had 10 secs to go.
Select first, handbrake oﬀ
‘S’ Select 6,000 rpm, '4’, ‘3', ‘2‘, ‘1’, Release clutch.
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“50 Slight Right" came the call.
“40 Crest 40"
“Fast left into fast right" ......... ..
We survived the first stage unscathed and l was feeling more confident with the notes having
now used them in anger. Perhaps too confident!
The second stage was a short straight ‘blast’ with a ‘dog’s leg’ in the middle. The first part was
a flat in 4th section then ‘Medium Right 50’ called Henry. I committed the car to the bend
and then realised that Medium meant BACK OFF!
The car made its own attempt to reduce my speed by drifting to the outside edge of the bend,
which would have been OK if the road had been more than a car and a half ’s width, but as it
was I just had time to look if we were likely to hit anything before we slid onto the grass. I
managed to stop a spin by rigorous arm twirling and keeping the power on to pull it out. This
had the eﬀect of getting us back on the tarmac and throwing us on to the grass on the other
side of the road! I just managed to get it gathered up and back on the road in time for the fast
approaching ‘Square Left‘ when Henry commented - “Oh, so Medium really means BACK
OFF!”
lt was then to service at Tilshead Lodge to allow Mike and Tim to give the car a quick check
over and remove the turf from the wheel rims. The next couple of stages consisted of uphill
starts through very narrow and twisty lanes with a gravelly surface in places.
‘Fast right through Gate 100‘
‘Medium left through Gate 400’
‘Slurry on road‘
Luckily most of the slurry had been scrubbed oﬀ when we arrived but there remained a long
straight section with a large dip and an open gate to take at around 75 mph!
lt was then to Avon Park for a set of stages utilising a sort of military test area including a
section comprising a ‘figure of 8’ where you had to drive round to form a ‘figure 3'. I managed
to drop the car oﬀ the edge of this and into the gravel at one point with a metal grinding
crash! A later check showed everything was OK and only the chassis rail had sustained
minimal damage. The flying finish did not have much of a braking area between the Control
and Stop boards and had a radio car parked 10 yards from the Stop line. We stopped OK but
judging by the skidmarks, several people, including the Radio Operator had a few heart
stopping moments.
At the service area halfway through the Avon Park stage, we purchased some ‘intermediate'
tarmac tyres to replace the front ‘Beta’ road type tyres. This would make an interesting
handling balance as the rears were to remain unchanged.
In Tune
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Back at Avon Park, the diﬀerence was amazing, with ‘turn-in‘ precision increased tenfold and
the tendency to run its nose wide into the undergrowth had diminished considerably.
I was looking forward to returning to the Plain! The next couple of stages on Imber consisted
of the reverse running of the Codford stage which was to consist of the tight twisty, now
downhill. section for the flying finish! Henry had made a suggestion that the point at which
the road starts to drop was double cautioned in the notes but l had made a mental decision
not to worry until the time came.
So when the call came ‘Double Caution - Medium Left through Gate, Road Drops‘ l slowed as
we passed the gate then re-applied the power, not expecting the back end to hop around to
the alarming extent it seemed to want to. l spent the whole descent to the flying finish trying
to stop the rear ‘fishtailing’ us into the bank at the road's edge. On the second run at this
stage I was expecting it, so the descent was a bit more tidy.
It became apparent that somebody had driven through instead of round one of the chicanes
set up to reduce the average stage speed. After the Marshals had re-assembled it, the cars
started up to the point of our start time when we were held back while the chicane was
repaired for the second time. Deciding at this point they must be very tricky l decided to
drive round them in first at a very slow pace!
This was the longest stage of the Event consisting of an initial ‘Slalom’ course formed with
cones and tanks before progressing onto the range road with the infamous chicane, and then
through Imber village and a left the wrong way round the roundabout to a fast straight run
which saw 5500 rpm in 5th!
The second run saw another delay before our start, then I made the near fatal mistake of
clipping the O/S/F wheel on one of the large steel RSJ type sections forming a chicane which
just happened to be the chicane marshalled by the GMC contingent of ‘Big Ed". After the
clang of bending metal had subsided Henry asked “Feel OK?" “I’ll let you know in a minute” I
replied, the car taking the next bends as predicted. Probably meant not too much damage had
been done.
We reached the finish, got our time and pulled over to survey the damage. It appeared to be
only a bent rim, so we decided to risk a run back to the finish on it. There was some
confusion at this point between us and the Marshal as nobody else had come through since
us. (It later transpired that the stage was stopped after our run through as the police were
called to an ‘incident’ in the derelict Imber Village).
We had covered two miles back towards the finish when the front tyre lost its will to stay
doughnut shaped, the lack of inflation forced us to stop and change it. We arrived at the
finish, handed the time cards in and loaded the car onto the trailer with which Mike and Tim
were waiting. It was then a quick check of the provisional results and oﬀ to the Little Chef.
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Found in Lockdown.2
Some more pictures found in Lockdown, these are from the Car Choice Ringwood Stages, I
am trying to work out which year these are from the event was run by Southsea, Bognor and
Craven Motor Clubs. Any ideas?
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